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On August 24th, AEMET (National Meteorological Agency) issued an information note advising of a general drop in 
temperatures throughout Andalusia from Saturday 26th , as well as the arrival of an isolated upper-level depression 
(Depresión Aislada en Niveles Altos – DANA in Spanish), starting on Sunday 27th  that would cause instability in Eastern 
Andalusia, especially on Monday 28th  and Tuesday 29th .

The meteorological service specified that on Sunday the cold air in high levels provided by the ‘DANA’ would add a low 
flow of humid air coming from the Mediterranean, setting up a situation of marked atmospheric instability that would 
persist the next days. Due to the erratic behavior of a ‘DANA’ and the huge local differences for the impact depending on 
its exact location, AEMET pointed to its difficult prediction at a particular site (See figures in the right).

Historically this kind of situation at the end of the summer period have caused extraordinary floods in Andalusia and 
required in the past our intervention (AMAYA-INFOCA-operative forest fire brigades). Therefore we commit to monitor the 
event with the IT tools to be integrated ANYWHERE platform and further used for decision support.

 Introduction

 Using IT tools to monitor the ‘DANA’ event 
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Mitigation activities in the aftermath of the 28th event
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● AEMET official warning started on Saturday 26th . Storms 
expected in NE Andalusia.

● EFAS forecasts several rivers exceeding the 5-years 
return period threshold in the range of 2-10 days. Mainly 
coastal rivers in the Mediterranean basin.

● ERICHA project tool shows a small precipitation amount 
accumulated on Saturday 26th .

● Bigger amounts expected in the coming days so AMAYA 
internal warning was issued and monitoring extended.

● Internal pre-activation in Malaga, Granada and Almeria 
provinces.

● AEMET expects storms in N Almeria for 27th  and issued 
 warnings for the next day (Monday 28th) to a wide area 
reaching orange level in the coast of Málaga.

● Comparing to the previous day, EFAS forecasts is very 
similar in number and locations of rivers exceeding the 5-
years return period threshold. Still mainly coastal rivers 
are highlighted.

● ERICHA project tool shows an uniform distribution of 
rain in 24 h throughout the region with hotspots  over the 
SE on Sunday 27th.

● Monitoring continues.

● AEMET maintains the warnings for Monday 28th and 
extends orange level to N of Malaga province. Warnings 
are reduced for next day. Emergency plans for Málaga city 
and province were activated based on this information.

● Coastal rivers highlighted still remain. EFAS viewer 
showed Flash flood ERIC reporting point for Guadiana 
Menor river (Jaén) with an expected peak for 31th.

● ERICHA project tool shows several hotspots for rain 
accumulated in 24h over the interior of Malaga province, 
Sierra Nevada, and SE Almería.  

● INFOCA emergency group was activated to work at 
Villanueva de Algaidas in Malaga province.

● AEMET locates the warnings for Tuesday 29th on the 
eastern andalusia forecasting orange level to Almeria 
province coastline. The warnings for the next day are very 
similar.

● EFAS viewer showed Reporting points high (>5 years) for 
Almanzora-Antas basin (Almería) and also issued an EFAS 
Flash Flood Notification for Guadiana Menor river (Jaén). 
Peaks expected for Wednesday 30th in both cases.

● ERICHA project tool shows the higher accumulated rain 
in 24 h on the SE Andalusia and several slight coloured 
areas over the west on Sunday 27th.

● Reinforced AMAYA internal warning for Almeria.

* Expert
analysis

* Meteorological
models based

* Meteorological
radar based

Forecasted scenario for midday monday: 
areas

with higher probability for rain change
depending on ‘DANA’ location

Forecasted precipitation accumulated
from Saturday 26th to Monday 28th August

 Reported flood-locations and actions undertaken by AMAYA

 Conclusions 

        ●   The follow-up of a meteorological situation with available IT tools (European scope) is a very time consuming task.
        ●   The decission taken proccess require familiarity with the variables analysed and also a cross-checking effort among different sources.
        ●   It is most useful providing direct access to raw data variables (i.e. WMS or WMS-T services) in order to enhance the quality of forecasting with local information.
        ●   The performance of the available tools could cause misjudging in the case of an uncertain meteorological situation like the isolated upper-level depression (DANA) considered.
        ●   The accuracy of forecasted problematic areas (impact) mostly depend on local conditions.
        ●   A broader use of this IT tools could drive an improvement in the mitigation phase.

● On Wednesday 30th AEMET maintains warnings foreseen 
for Andalusia and extends orange level to the coast of 
Murcia region. The warnings disappear from Andalusia for 
the next day.

● EFAS viewer maintained the warnings issued the day 
before for the 30th and showed no relevant information for 
Andalusia the next day.

● ERICHA project tool shows a high amount of rain in 24h 
on the SE Andalusia. Historical registered data for August 
24h precipitation for  Almeria was reached.

● Instability event finalized by the afternoon and therefore 
every warning was deactivated. Time to check the real 
impacts.

Reported flood-locations
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After receiving activating order coming from 112 emergency service we 
work in the mitigation of the damages caused by  floods in Villanueva 
de Algaidas (Malaga province) and also get around Humilladero (same 
area) where finally our intervention wasn’t necessary. The actions 
started at midday of 28th August and finalized by the end of the day.

The operations carried out were unclogging blocked waterways and 
removing mud accumulated in streets and roads (pictures on the right).

Additionally to direct references obtained onsite we 
have surveyed online news media to collect real flood 
problems o impacts over the region.

15 locations suffering floods on 28th were identified, 
concentrated in the region center and affecting 
provinces initially not foreseen (Huelva, Sevilla & 
Cordoba). Unknown any incident for the day and 
locations expected according to the EFAS notifications.

Accumulated rainfall [mm]. Forecast range (10 days). Deterministic ECMWF forecast. 
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